




Toward a Practical Interpretation of the “Urtext” Edition:
With Some Examples from the Clavier Works by J.S. Bach
INOUE Michiko
Abstract
Since its publication in the middle of the ??th century, the "Urtext" edition of J.S. Bach's Clavier
works has been highly appreciated, with its use widespread in Japan.  Most users, however, find it
puzzling that this edition provides only notes, without any signs or directions.  The composers in the
Baroque period wrote nothing but notes in their works; Bach was no exception.  To our lament, he
hardly revealed his original intentions in the writings, making the understanding of the edition quite
difficult for non-specialists of Baroque music.  Thus, we are faced with a dilemma that, while the use
of the "Urtext" edition is highly recommended and almost compulsory for serious players and students
of Bach's music, the edition is just incomprehensible.  In this essay, I would like to propose a way to
practically understand the "Urtext" edition.  I will explain the differences between harpsichord (clavi-
chord) and contemporary piano; they vary significantly in structure and playing methods.  This is the
key to the interpretation of this edition.
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??Friedrich Wilhelm.Marpurg (???? ? ????)
??Irmgard Hermann-Bengen,Tempobezeichnungen:Ursprung und Wandel im ??.und ??.Jahrhundert.?from Meredith
Little & Natalie Jenne???Dance and the Music of J.S.Bach?P.?? ?? Indiana University Press ???? ??
?????????????????????????????? P.?? ???????????? ?
??Meredith Little&Natalie Jenne??Dance and the Music of J.S.Bach??? P.??
??C.Ph.E.?????????????????????P.??? ? ? ??????????????????? ?
???????? Quvantz, Johann Joahim (????~????)
?????????????????????????P.??? ???Walter Serauky??????-???? ??????
????????????? P.?? ??????????? ??
????????
J.S.Bach??Das Wohltemperierte Klavier?Teil I, G.Henle Verlag???
?Inventionen? Sinfonien?G.Henle Verlag???
The New GROVE Dictionary of Music and Musicians????????? ?
13?????????????? ??????????????????
